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Chapter 7: Understanding movement

IntrIntroductionoduction

To assist performance during an activity it is important that people understand how a range of

elements can enhance performance. These elements include effort, space, time, objects and

people. Performance of a skill depends on a range of factors. These include body position at

different times during skill execution, and a capacity to modify movement patterns to cater for

environmental changes.

Sport and recreation in Australia has changed considerably over the last century. The influx of

different cultures has transformed the types of activities that Australians are engaged in.

Badminton, a game which has European and Asian origins, is one of many games that has

increased in popularity over the last century.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION

How can the elements of effort, space, time, objects and people enhance performance?
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STARTER QUESTIONS

1. How can we manipulate our body position to maximise performance in games and

activities?

2. What are the factors affecting the flight path of a projectile?

3. How can movement sequences be adapted to promote optimal performance?

4. What are some game sense strategies that can be used during sport and other

activities?

5. How has multiculturalism in Australia changed our sporting experiences?

6. What are the sport and recreational interests of other nations?

INQUIRY SEQUENCE

7.1 Techniques affecting performance

7.2 Projectile motion

7.3 Movement sequences

7.4 Elements of game sense

7.5 Cultural influences on physical activity

Review

7.1 Techniques affecting performance

ENGAGE

Many factors affect performance, such as physical fitness, skill development, decision

making and genetic make‑up. To maximise the ability of an individual it is vital that athletes

and their coaches have a good understanding of techniquetechnique. Technique can be described as a

particular way of performing a skill. Some techniques are preferred in certain actions,

depending on the needs of the performer. For example, does the action need to be

completed:

• using the least amount of energy?
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• with submaximal effort?

• with maximal effort?

• using accuracy?

• generating the appropriate flight path of an object?

• using a combination of two or more of the above?

Swimming is an activity that requires correct technique to optimise performance.

EXPLORE

BiomechanicsBiomechanics

Although certain individuals have physical advantages over others, most people achieve their best

results by performing well‑controlled and accurate movements. They do this by adopting various

techniques and strategies that give them a mechanical advantage over others. This mechanical

advantage can be described as a technique that produces more efficient, greater controlled and

more powerful movements. An example is a world class golfer, who doesn’t have the greatest

strength in the world but can hit golf balls further due to using a technique that produces

well‑timed, accurate and forceful movement.

BiomechanicsBiomechanics is the study of the human body in motion and the forces (both internal and external)

that influence movement. Having an understanding of biomechanics can help performers and

coaches adjust their technique to maximise performance. Table 7.1 provides a list of biomechanical

terms.
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Table 7.1: Biomechanical terms

TTermerm DefinitionDefinition ExamplesExamples

Weight/

mass

How heavy something is A golf ball has a lower weight than a cricket ball.

Inertia An object’s resistance to

change; its state of motion

A stationary soccer ball has inertia; it will not

move unless force is applied.

Projectile Something travelling

through the air

An arrow shot through the air is a projectile, as is

a human body in a high jump.

Acceleration An increase in speed A 100‑metre runner accelerates out of the

blocks.

Deceleration A decrease in speed A long jumper decelerates as they land.

Force The combination of mass

and acceleration

A heavy tennis racquet swung with great

acceleration has a large degree of force.

Air

(wind)/water

resistance

The horizontal resistance

to movement caused by

air or water

A golf ball hit will be confronted by air pressure,

reducing the distance it will travel.

Gravity The vertical resistance to

movement

All objects will be pulled back towards the

ground, restricting the height of a projectile.

Balance Where something remains

steady/stable

An athlete with feet extended when hitting a

baseball will be balanced when striking the ball.

Friction The hindrance to motion

caused by contact

between two surfaces

A golf ball rolling along the ground will eventually

stop due to friction.

Stability/

balance

The ability to control

desired body movement,

either stationary or while

moving

A gymnast performing a handstand during a

floor routine (stationary) and performing a

cartwheel (while moving) exhibits stability/

balance.

Agility The ability to move quickly

with speed and balance

while changing directions

A squash player moving around the court during

a long point displays agility.

A number of internal and external forces impact on movement. Internal forces refer to those that

are generated within an individual via the contraction and relaxation of muscles. External forces

include air resistance, gravity, friction and the forces of other objects and bodies. An example of

forces in action is when a rugby player is running with the ball. Internal forces generated by the

player propel the player forward, overcoming the external force of gravity that attempts to keep the

athlete on the ground and air resistance that acts head‑on against the player. In addition, friction

between the players’ boots and the ground slows the athlete down. If gravity, air resistance and

friction is not enough to stop a player, ‘defenders’ are mobilised to try to stop a player in their

tracks by applying a force equal to or greater than the attacking player.
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InteractivityInteractivity

Biomechanics

Searchlight ID: int-5460

If the forces of gravity, air resistance and friction are not enough, rugby players have other external

forces to contend with.

TTechniques and tips to rechniques and tips to reduce enereduce energy lost due to extergy lost due to externalnal
forforcesces

When a human body is moving through water and air it is opposed by forces that can slow it down,

known as air (wind) or water resistance. To maintain the same speed the person must therefore

expend more energy. Over time this increases the likelihood that fatigue will occur, leading to a

decrease in performance. These forces act on the horizontal component of the human body.

Another external force that impedes movement is gravity, acting on the vertical component. Other

items that are thrown in the air are similarly affected by air resistance and gravity.

This swimmer is attempting to minimise water resistance by maintaining a streamlined position. A

streamlined position enables the performer to move through the water with greater ease.

Another way that energy can be lost is via friction, when objects lose energy when in contact with

each other. Losing energy slows down an object. When performing skills and movements,

sometimes friction can be a help while at other times a hindrance. Sometimes getting the ‘right’

amount of friction is desirable, such as when rollerblading or skiing.
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Gravity acts on all things equally. In theory, a brick and a feather dropped from the top of a

100‑storey building should hit the ground at the same time. In practise though, the feather would

hit the ground long after the brick. The difference is the air resistance acting on the feather, which is

significantly greater than the air resistance acting on the brick. This is because of the greater

surface area exposed to the air. The more surface area, the greater the air resistance and the

slower a projectile will drop.

A range of techniques can be adopted to overcome external forces that act on the body or other

projectiles during movement:

• To work against gravity, exert as much ‘upward’ force as possible.

• To work against air resistance, produce as much ‘forward’ force as possible.

• To work against both air resistance and gravity, exert a combination of upward and forward

force.

• To work against air resistance, limit the time that the projectile has contact with the resistance by

selecting shiny/smooth equipment that allows air to quickly move past it.

• To work against friction, limit the surface area in contact with the ground such as having one leg

on the ground instead of two.

• To work against friction, select surfaces that slip over each other easily, such as a shiny, smooth

ten pin bowling ball and the shiny surface it is thrown on.

• To reduce air or water resistance, limit the surface area exposed to the air or water by positioning

the body or projectile in a streamlined manner.

By adopting a straight position, this diver minimises air resistance before entering the water.

May the forMay the force be with youce be with you

It is possible to use external forces to aid performance as they are not always a negative factor.

Imagine a high jump competition without gravity. There wouldn’t be a winner as nobody would

return to Earth! Air resistance can be worked with to limit the distance something travels, such as a

golf ball that doesn’t need to travel long distances. Even friction can be worked with to improve

outcomes. Examples include the friction required to slow a rollerblader as they change direction, or

a lawn bowl that needs to slow down to stop as close to the target as possible.

Stability and balanceStability and balance

Stability, also referred to as balancebalance, is important in many sports, particularly where force is

required to move others, such as in wrestling. This balance can refer to a person being in control of
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their body position while stationary, such as a gymnast holding a steady handstand. This is an

example of static balance. Dynamic balance on the other hand relates to a person in control of

their body position while moving. An example would be a squash player or netballer moving with

speed and control on the court, or a diver doing a forward somersault.

Some important stability definitionsSome important stability definitions

The centrcentre of gravitye of gravity (COG) is the central point of an object, about which all of its weight is evenly

distributed and balanced. This point shifts with every movement of the body.

The centre of gravity (depicted in red) changes depending on the position of body parts.

The line of gravity is an imaginary line that passes through the centre of gravity and continues

down into the centre of an object’s base of support.

The base of support refers to the area of an object that is in contact with the surface supporting it.

Stability and balance can be increased in the following ways:

• by lowering an object’s centre of gravity

• by ensuring that the line of gravity is in line with the base of support

• by widening the base of support.
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The area in red indicates the size of the base of support. By widening your stance the base of

support increases in size, which significantly increases your stability.

There is a performance issue with being stable: the more stable an object or person is, the harder it

is to shift them. Think of a cricketer being very stable facing a fast bowler, or a 100‑metre sprinter.

Their ability to move quickly is diminished if their body is in a stable position. Instead people adopt

body positions where there is a degree of stability, but they can quickly shift their body to an

unstable (but controlled) position so fast movement can occur. The cricketer, for example, will

reduce their base of support by removing their heels from the ground. This also raises their centre

of gravity and shifts their line of gravity closer to being outside their base of support.

You can reduce stability and balance to promote agility by:

• raising an object’s centre of gravity

• shifting the line of gravity outside the base of support

• narrowing the base of support.

Look at this girl as she is about to start a sprint. Using the terms centre of gravity, line of gravity

and base of support, explain why this runner is currently in a ‘stable’ position and becomes

‘unstable’ as soon as she takes her hands off the ground to start the race.
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ACTIVITIES

1 Stability exer1 Stability exercisecise

Working in pairs, take turns trying to push your partner over, as they stand in the starting

positions below:

a. both feet close together

b. one foot on the ground

c. both feet grounded hip width apart

d. both feet grounded shoulder width apart

e. very wide stance

f. wide stance with bent knees

g. one foot forward, one foot back.

When you have completed the activity, discuss how the different positions affected stability.

What accounts for these differences? What impact does your centre of gravity and your base

of support have on your stability?

2 T2 Take ofake off!f!

Equipment: measuring tape, cones, long jump pit or grassed area

Long jump

Through this activity you will explore the impact that various techniques have on jumping

performance.

a. Perform a long jump with an adequate run up. Make three attempts. Measure and record

your results.

b. This time have the same run up but increase the base of support on take‑off by jumping

with two feet planted on the ground. Make three attempts and measure them.

c. Next, after jumping off one foot, spread out in a star position to increase the surface area

in contact with the air. Make three attempts and measure them.
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Using the data taken from the Take‑off! activity, answer the following.

1. Describe the impact of increasing the base of support by jumping off two feet in this

activity. What do long jumpers do to decrease their base of support?

2. Describe the impact of increasing the surface area by spreading out in a star position in

the activity. What do long jumpers do to decrease their surface area in contact with the

air?

3. Why do jumpers prefer to land with two feet and not one during the landing stage? Use

key terms learnt in this section to support your response.

CHECK & CHALLENGE

ExplainExplain

1. What does the term ‘technique’ refer to?

2. Why does a road cycle have thinner tyres than a mountain bike?

3. Explain how an individual may increase their stability just by altering their body position.

4. Why does a cyclist wear lycra?

EvaluateEvaluate

5. If a baseballer has to decide whether to use a heavy or light bat, what other factor must

be taken into account if the aim is to generate maximal force?

6. Describe a situation in sport where a person is neither accelerating nor decelerating.

7. List two sporting examples when static balance is required for success and two sporting

examples when dynamic balance is necessary for success.

ElaborateElaborate

8. How can a golfer modify their technique when hitting the ball close to the green

compared to when hitting off a tee?

9. During a long jump identify the forces acting on the body while in the air.
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7.2 Projectile motion

ENGAGE

As soon as an object or body is released into the air it becomes a prprojectileojectile and is

automatically under the influence of gravity and air resistance. Air resistance is an external

force working against motion. Drag forces are created which then cause the projectile to

slow down. Gravity acts against motion by pulling the object back towards the ground. Quite

often the human body itself becomes a projectile when airborne.

This hurdler became a projectile as soon as she became airborne.

EXPLORE

Factors afFactors affecting the flight path of a prfecting the flight path of a projectileojectile

Application of forApplication of forcece

The force applied to the projectile will have a large impact on its motion. The force can vary in

amount as well as its direction of application. The greater the force applied to the projectile the

further it will travel, all other factors being equal. A technique to increase force is to use as many

body parts as possible, for example a bowler in cricket or a serve in tennis.
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The addition of extra body parts increases the distance a projectile can travel.

Angle of rAngle of releaseelease

In most sporting situations where maximal distance of a projectile is desired, there needs to be an

optimal angle of rangle of releaseelease, to minimise the effects of both gravity and air resistance. In these

instances the desired angle of release is 45 degrees. Any deviation from this optimal angle (above

or below) will result in reduced distance.

The angle of release has an impact on the distance a projectile travels.

Some sporting situations require that the angle of release will be higher or lower than 45 degrees.

For instance, in events where the ideal trajectory (flight path of the projectile) is low, then the angle

of release will be well below 45 degrees. An example would be a tennis forehand from the baseline

where the ball should be kept as low as possible when going over the net. The opposite would

occur in a volleyball dig, where the aim is to achieve height so the ball is elevated for a team‑mate

to easily set or spike. The angle of release therefore should be higher than 45 degrees.
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Height of rHeight of releaseelease

Another factor that may affect the distance a projectile will travel is the height of rheight of releaseelease. If the

angle and speed of release were constant, an object released from a higher point, such as from a

cliff top, would travel further than one released from ground level. This may be evident at a golf

course where the tee is significantly higher than the green. In this situation golfers have the

opportunity to hit the ball further due to greater flight time before the ball hits the ground.

All other factors being equal, the greater the height of release, the further the projectile will travel.

Adjusting the angle of rAdjusting the angle of releaseelease

A person can easily alter the angle of release by moving body parts in different ways. In a sport

such as golf, special clubs are designed for different purposes. A putter, designed to release the

ball to travel along the ground, is flat and therefore the ball comes off the face of the club at 0

degrees. Other clubs such as a 3 iron release the ball at about 23 degrees, while a sand wedge is

closer to 55 degrees.

The human body can be manipulated to change the angle of release. Consider an Australian Rules

footballer kicking the ball as far as they can. Their leg will be positioned at such an angle to

maximise distance, aiming for a release height of approximately 45 degrees. Compare this to a

player kicking a short distance where the aim is to get the ball to a team mate with a flatter

trajectory. The leg will be positioned so the release angle is much lower than 45 degrees.
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This thrower attempts to release the discus at an angle close to

45 degrees for maximum distance.

ACTIVITY

Angle of rAngle of releaseelease

Working with a partner, discuss the following situations and then decide for each which

would be the most appropriate angle of release, out of the three options available.

A. Higher than 45 degrees

B. At 45 degrees

C. Lower than 45 degrees

• Example 1: An archer shooting at a target

• Example 2: A swimmer diving off the blocks into the pool

• Example 3: A pole vaulter

• Example 4: A high jumper

• Example 5: A discus thrower

• Example 6: A tennis serve

• Example 7: A soccer goalie kicking a rolling ball as far away from the goals as possible

• Example 8: A netball shot

• Example 9: A basketball chest pass

• Example 10: A table tennis serve
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CHECK & CHALLENGE

ExplainExplain

1. What does the term angle of release mean in relation to a projectile?

2. Why does a taller javelin thrower have an advantage over a shorter thrower, all other

factors being equal (i.e. force applied, length of arm, speed of run up)?

EvaluateEvaluate

3. How would a tennis player change their technique to ensure a drop shot hit by an

opponent is returned back over the net?

ElaborateElaborate

4. A 3 iron golf club will result in a longer hit than a 7 iron. Other than the length of the club,

describe why this is the case.

5. If you were a coach teaching someone to throw a ball, explain why you would

recommend an angle of release of 45 degrees.

7.3 Movement sequences

ENGAGE

Once you are at a stage where a number of individual movement skills have been practised

and developed, these movements can be combined into a sequence such as a dance or

gymnastic routine. When performing movement sequencesmovement sequences, there are a number of important

considerations to take into account.

The structure of the movement sequence sometimes needs to be planned. When this is

essential it is referred to as a routine. The linking of different movements needs to be made to

ensure a smooth transition throughout the entire movement sequence.

EXPLORE

The purpose of a movement sequenceThe purpose of a movement sequence

In gymnastics or dance, correct technique is vital if the performer is to score well. A variety of skills

are required to be performed accurately in order to achieve good results. Sometimes the performer

needs to apply a significant amount of effort to generate muscular power and strength, while at
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other times a reduced effort is required to produce movements that rely more on accuracy and

grace.

This forward roll to arabesque is an example of a movement sequence requiring a balance between

power and grace.

Does the movement need to be aesthetically appealing? This refers to how the performance looks

to others, particularly in sports where visual appeal is paramount to the success of the movement,

such as figure skating, cheerleading, dancing, diving, gymnastics and synchronised swimming.

Team and individual sport performance also becomes more appealing when movements are

executed with style.

Is therIs there scope in varying the movement sequence?e scope in varying the movement sequence?

Performers need to be able to adapt to pre‑planned movements as a result of changing opposition

tactics, environmental changes and changes that affect the amount of time or space available.

Examples where varying movements is essential include:

• a softballer may have to modify their speed of pitch to fool their opponent

• a gymnast may have to come out of a tucked position more quickly than planned to avoid a fall

• a netball team may have to change their passing sequences because an opponent regularly

intercepts their passes.

Maybe it is time for ‘plan B’. Netballers often need to change their movement sequences in

response to external pressures.
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WWeblinkeblink

How to jive

Let’Let’s dances dance

Dance provides many opportunities to create and perform movement sequences. There are many

different dance styles. In this lesson you will practise Australian bush dance and Latin American

style dancing. These present a contrast of styles and will expose you to some of the many

techniques used in dance.

Dancing is an example of an activity where movement sequences are created and performed

Why dance?Why dance?

Dance is part of every culture. It provides enjoyment through social interaction, the opportunity to

learn new movement skills and to be creative. Movement is the language of dance. We need to

stay in time with music while moving to steps we have learned or movements we are developing.

All forms of dance require the development of basic skills such as balance and timing, together

with the need to memorise the steps. This is best achieved through repetition of the required

movements.
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InteractivityInteractivity

Heel‑and‑toe polka

Searchlight ID: int-5461

Dance can be quite aerobic. Repetition of movement and sustained activity helps the circulatory

system, strengthens bones and improves muscle tone, flexibility and stamina. It also helps reduce

stress and muscle tension.

There are many personal and social benefits associated with dance. It's a great way to meet other

people, make new friends and improve your social life. It can also improve confidence and

encourage feelings of wellbeing.

Bush dance is a traditional form of Australian dance. Experiencing bush dance provides

opportunities for fun and enjoyment in a social context. Once we learn some basic steps, it is easy

to learn a range of dances. There are many other styles from which we could choose – for

example, Greek dance, hip hop or tap dance.

In recent years, the popularity of many of the traditional forms of dance has increased, their appeal

being driven by their athleticism and easy adaptation to contemporary music. Dance Easy and

DanceSport programs, popularised by television productions such as So You Think You Can

Dance, have brought these styles of dance into favour, particularly with young people.

Dance has a wide range of appeal.

ACTIVITIES

Locate appropriate bush dance music and enjoy the

following dances.

1 Heel and toe polka1 Heel and toe polka

Equipment: music

Follow the directions in table 7.2 to learn the heel and

toe polka.
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Table 7.2: The heel and toe polka

BoysBoys GirlsGirls

1. Make a circle formation facing

partners, boys on the inside

1. Make a circle formation facing

partners, girls on the outside

2. Left foot: heel and toe, heel and toe,

slide four steps anticlockwise direction

2. Right foot: heel and toe, heel and toe,

slide four steps clockwise direction

3. Right foot: heel and toe, heel and toe,

slide four steps clockwise direction

3. Left foot: heel and toe, heel and toe,

slide four steps anticlockwise

direction

4. Three right‑hand claps with partner.

Three left‑hand claps. Three both‑hand

claps.

4. Three right‑hand claps with partner.

Three left‑hand claps. Three

both‑hand claps.

5. Three slaps to own knees with both

hands

5. Three slaps to own knees with both

hands

6. Hold partner’s right hand and swing

arms (4 beats)

6. Hold partner’s right hand and swing

arms (4 beats)

7. Boys remain where they are while girl

moves anticlockwise to new partner (4

beats)

7. Move anticlockwise to new partner (4

beats), while boys remain where they

are

8. Repeat sequence with new partner 8. Repeat sequence with new partner
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Circle formation

2 Stockyar2 Stockyardd

Equipment: music

1. Circle, all facing towards the centre, and girls to the right of their partner.

2. All join hands, take four steps towards the centre of the circle and four steps back.

3. Repeat movement.

4. Swing partner (16 beats). See below.

Swinging
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5. Promenade partner, anticlockwise, for 16 steps. See below.

Promenade

6. Swing partner (16 beats).

7. Begin again. When you reach step 4 (swing partner), boy should first progress to a new

partner, when he turns to the girl on his left.

3 V3 Virirginia rginia reeleel

Equipment: music

1. In longways sets of six couples, skip four steps toward one another and four steps away.

See figure (a).
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(a) Longways set

2. Skip in, join right hands, turn with your partner and return to place.

3. Skip in, left‑hand turn with your partner and return to place.

4. Do -si -do left. Do‑si‑do right. See figure (b).
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(b) Do‑si‑do

5. Skip in, join both hands, circle and return.

6. Head couple skips in, joins hands and side skips to the head of the set and back (16

beats).

7. Reel the set: The head couple join right elbows and spin. The couple then splits, using

their left elbows to spin with the next boy/girl in line, before rejoining right elbows in the

middle. Continue this progression to the end of the line and back again. See figure (c).

(c) Reel the set
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8. Cast off and repeat the dance. See figure (d).

(d) Cast off

4 W4 Waves of Bondiaves of Bondi

Equipment: music

1. Skip in, bow and skip out (eight beats).

2. Skip in and change places with your partner (repeat).

3. Repeat steps 2 and 3.

4. Skip in, join hands and swing (16 beats).

5. Cast off (16 beats).

6. Make waves (32 beats) as shown.
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Making waves

5 Dance sport r5 Dance sport routines – the proutines – the progrogressive jiveessive jive

Equipment: music

Danced in a circle and changing partners at the end of each short routine, this dance has an

easy pattern of steps that concentrates on the use of the side‑step action.

Form a circle that will move in an anticlockwise direction. Boys stand on the inside of the

circle facing out, girls stand on the outside of the circle facing in. Use the ballroom hold, as

shown. Then follow the steps outlined in table 7.3.
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Ballroom hold

Table 7.3: The progressive jive

BoysBoys GirlsGirls

1. Step left foot to side 1. Step right foot to side

2. Feet together 2. Feet together

3. Step left foot to side 3. Step right foot to side

4. Right foot taps next to left foot 4. Left foot taps next to right foot

5. Step right foot to side 5. Step left foot to side

6. Feet together 6. Feet together

7. Step right foot to side 7. Step left foot to side

8. Left foot taps next to right foot 8. Right foot taps next to left foot

9. Turn to left to be side by side with girl’s

left hand in boy’s right while stepping

left foot to side towards centre of circle

9. Turn to right to be side by side with

partner holding hand while

stepping right foot to side towards

outside of circle

10. Feet together 10. Feet together

11. Step left foot to side 11. Step right foot to side

12. Right foot taps next to left foot 12. Left foot taps next to right foot
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WWeblinkeblink

Be a choreographer

BoysBoys GirlsGirls

13. Step right foot to side 13. Step left foot to side

14. Feet together 14. Feet together

15. Step right foot to side 15. Step left foot to side

16. Left foot taps next to right foot 16. Right foot taps next to left foot

17. Step left foot to side 17. Step right foot to side

18. Feet together 18. Feet together

19. Step left foot to side 19. Step right foot to side

20. Right foot taps next to left foot 20. Left foot taps next to right foot

21. Still holding the girl’s left hand in boy’s

right hand, raise hands to allow girls to

turn under arm. Walk around the girl in

a clockwise direction commencing on

the right foot, for six steps. Finish on

the inside of the circle facing new

partner and bring feet together for a

tap on step 6.

21. Still holding the boy’s hand, turn

under his arm walking in an

anticlockwise direction. Then,

moving on to new partner, take six

steps starting with the left foot. End

on the outside of the circle facing in

to new partner and bring feet

together for a tap on step 6.

6 Chor6 Choreographyeography

Why not create your own dance? Use the Be a
choreographer weblink in your Resources section to

watch a video on how to create your own dance.

Work in small groups and present your dance move

sequence to your class.

CHECK & CHALLENGE

ExplainExplain

1. Why do players and coaches need to be flexible with their tactics in team games?

2. Why would a batsman in cricket regularly change their standing position during a game?

EvaluateEvaluate

3. Compare a dance routine and a surfer. Evaluate whether the dancer or surfer requires

greater adaptability in their movement sequences. Justify your response.
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4. Which of the Australian bush dances did you enjoy most? Identify factors that

contributed to this selection.

ElaborateElaborate

5. Research a popular dance other than the jive. Suggest why this dance has appeal.

7.4 Elements of game sense

In many activities the tactics used by players and coaches can have a significant impact on the

success of a performance. The concepts of space, time and direction are used in games and

activities. These elements are related to each other in a game context.

ENGAGE

In team sports, certain movement sequences can be adopted to increase the likelihood of

being successful. The first important component of a game plan is that it must be flexible. A

lack of flexibility means that the opposition can easily anticipate your movements, enabling

them to develop their own tactics to combat this. The complexity of the movements is

influenced by a range of factors, such as the requirements of the sport and the skill levels of

the performers. You will learn how to use these factors to improve your performance.

EXPLORE

SpaceSpace

In team sports a wide variety of open spaces is often available. Many teams attempt to ‘create

space’ by passing to a team mate who is not close to opposition players. This enables the

performer to have greater time to complete the required movements correctly without the

distraction of evading other players. This could explain why a coach will often yell ‘run to space’ to

encourage the players to move to an open space instead of remaining in a congested area.
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By running into space both A2 and A3 create attacking opportunities for A1. After the choice is

made to pass, A4 then has the opportunity to receive the second pass. By running wide it forces

the defenders to also move wide, possibly opening up space through the centre of the field where

it is easier to score.

By reducing the space your opponent has to move in (i.e. invading their space) you can

successfully limit their opportunities. This is seen in sports where tight defensive tactics are

adopted, such as netball, where players have a direct opponent and attempt to run with them to

reduce their available space. In other sports players may select to spread out across a space in a

zone formation. Invasion games such as European handball adopt zones to reduce space for

attacking players to move and shoot.
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An example of a very defensive zone with players blocking space near an opponent’s goal.

In sports such as tennis and squash, tactics used include moving opponents around the court as

much as possible so the amount of space available to hit a winning shot is increased.

In individual performances such as rhythmic gymnastics or figure skating, athletes use as much

space as possible for their performance. Performers are rewarded by judges for maximising the

use of the space available to them. They have the opportunity to gather momentum and force by

using this space, increasing the opportunity to perform movements that are more complex and

aesthetically appealing.

TimeTime

Time can be used for either attacking or defensive purposes. As an attacking option, having time

when in possession of the ball is vital so that skills can be performed with less pressure. Players in
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team sports regularly pass and move into space to create time for each other. They will also use

time to enable a team mate to get into position, often retaining possession until the best attacking

opportunity presents itself.

Reducing an opponent’s space to move into is a common defensive tactic in sport.

As a defensive tool, players will minimise the time available for their opponents when they are in

possession. Time can also be used to reduce opponents scoring opportunities. Teams that are

attempting to defend a lead will often use up time by being slow to perform a skill and by keeping

possession of the ball to prevent the opposition from scoring.

DirDirectionection

The direction of a team’s movement sequence can influence the success of a performance.

Changing the direction of play in a team game can affect the movements of opponents. For

example, a hockey pass to the lefthand corner of the hockey field will draw the opposition to that

side of the field. A quick pass to the righthand side increases the space and time available for the

attacking team.

Environmental factors such as wind can affect the direction and style of play. Movement

sequences may have to be varied in these circumstances. In tennis, playing in windy conditions

increases the emphasis on control and directing the ball into safer parts of the court to avoid the

wind blowing shots out of play. A cross‑wind for a golfer will change the direction of a shot, as it

will for an archer shooting at a target.
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ACTIVITIES

1 Game analysis1 Game analysis

Attend a training session or competitive game of a senior team of a sport of your choice.

Take notes about how the team uses space, time and direction to their team’s advantage.

Alternatively, for an in‑class activity find internet footage on ‘classic’ plays and analyse why

they were effective.

2 Basketball coach2 Basketball coach

1. You are a coach of a basketball team and have to devise both offensive and defensive

team tactics. How would you propose to:

a. move the ball down the court/field in an attacking move?

b. reduce the opposition team’s chance of scoring?

c. create training drills for both your attacking and defensive strategies?

2. In groups of five discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each other’s strategies. As a

group, come up with the tactics that the five of you want to use.

3 Putting a team plan into action3 Putting a team plan into action

Come together and practise the training drills that were planned in order for the five of you to

have a ‘team plan’. After a couple of training sessions it is time to take on another group of

five in a game. Good luck!

CHECK & CHALLENGE

ExplainExplain

1. What does a coach mean if they advise a player to ‘run into space’?

2. Why would some sports use a zone to help them defend, such as in basketball or

soccer?

3. In Australian Rules football the commentators refer to the players ‘switching’ the ball/

play. What does this mean? How is this an advantage to the attacking team?

EvaluateEvaluate

4. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of a team having set plays that they have

practised at training.
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5. A tennis player trying to defend often hits the ball higher than they normally would. Why

would this strategy be adopted?

ElaborateElaborate

6. Describe how a coach could create extra space for their attackers in a sport such as

hockey.

7. A soccer team has a player red carded for a dangerous tackle on an opponent. Discuss

why this is an advantage for the other team.

7.5 Cultural influences on physical activity

ENGAGE

The health benefits of being physically active are huge, yet many people are not active. In

this chapter you will explore the reasons why some people are active and why others are not.

In addition you will learn new games and activities from Indigenous Australians and across

the globe!

Bocce is a game now played in Australia due to the influence of Italian immigrants.
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EXPLORE

Factors influencing choicesFactors influencing choices

The choices people make about how they spend their leisure time are influenced by a wide range

of factors. Some of these include factors relating directly to an individual, while others are linked to

the social and physical environment. Policy decisions can also impact on physical activity

behaviours. These influences are explained in the table below. These influences can have either a

positive or negative impact on being active. These negative influences are known as barriers to

being active. Examples of these influences are shown in table 7.4.

Table 7.4: Barriers to being active

CategoryCategory ExplanationExplanation Examples includeExamples include

Individual

factors

Relate uniquely to that person Age, disability, injury, gender,

education

Social

environmental

factors

External people, clubs and groups

that can influence behaviour

Doctor, Physical Education teacher,

sports club, culture and coach

Physical

environmental

factors

The external environment including

weather

Weather, access to sports fields,

equipment and bike paths

Policy factors Decisions made by others that

promote rules and regulations

School rule banning competitive

games at lunchtime

HEALTH FACT

Being physically active is linked to many health benefits. Exercise is a protective factor

against conditions that are prevalent throughout the Australian population such as

cardiovascular disease, cancer, high blood pressure, diabetes and obesity. In addition to the

physical benefits of being active, health experts stress the major link between an active body

and good mental health. There is strong evidence that during exercise the body secretes

chemicals into the bloodstream that when circulated around the body enhance a person’s

mood. These chemicals are called hormones. This mood enhancement continues well after

the exercise is completed and can assist in the prevention and/or treatment of mental

disorders such as depression.
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InteractivityInteractivity

Influences on activity choices

Searchlight ID: int-5462

DID YOU KNOW?

Recent research into the physical activity and sedentary behaviours (time spent inactive

during the day) reveals that Australian adults spend on average 13 hours per week watching

television. Australian Bureau of Statistics data from the 2011–12 Australian Health Survey

also calculates that men and women spend over two months of the year sitting while being

involved in sedentary behaviour!

Cultural influences on physical activityCultural influences on physical activity

A significant impact on the amount and types of physical

activity undertaken within a community are the culturalcultural

influencesinfluences that exist at a given time. These cultural

influences can be described as the external factors that

help shape the attitudes and behaviours of an individual or

group. These external factors may include geographical

location, influences of family and friends, language and

religion.

Over time, cultural influences often shape the behaviours expected within a community and shape

the importance placed on things such as art, religion, family and sport. In a country like Australia, a

lot of emphasis is placed on sport and therefore it plays a significant part in our national culture.

However, different cultural influences may dictate the typical sports and activities undertaken by

different communities throughout Australia. For example, Rugby League is a culturally significant

part of community life in states such as New South Wales and Queensland, while AFL is more

popular in other states and territories.

Australian Rules football and Rugby League are more popular in different parts of Australia.
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Change in Australia’Change in Australia’s sporting landscapes sporting landscape

In the early 1900s the sporting landscape in Australia was dominated by culturally significant

sports such as Australian Rules football, netball (first known as women’s basketball), horse racing,

Rugby Union and cricket. This reflected the strong cultural ties Australia had with the United

Kingdom. Over the last one hundred or so years there has been a significant impact on the types of

physical activity played by Australians as more and more migrants have arrived in this country,

bringing with them sports and activities from their own cultures. Examples include soccer from the

UK/Europe, bocce from Italy, and more recently the growing popularity of basketball and

skateboarding as American influences on our culture increase.

Cricket has been a part of Australia’s sporting culture for a long time.

During this time sports such as badminton, surfing, table tennis, soccer, hockey and lacrosse have

been absorbed into Australia’s sporting culture and collectively play a significant role in the

activities accessible and played by Australians.
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Popular Australian pastimes

The world gameThe world game

An example of a sport that has flourished over the last 100 hundred or so years is soccer. First

introduced into this country in the late 1800s by English immigrants, the game has continued to

grow. In 1911 the first governing body for soccer was formed and the first national team played in

1922. It wasn’t until the post‑war influx of immigrants that the game started to really embed itself

into Australia’s sporting culture. From there soccer has become an incredibly popular sport in

Australia, with the Football Federation of Australia revealing that there are close to 2 million

Australians involved with this sport as a player, coach or match official.
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WWeblinkeblink

Prezi

International players such as Tim Cahill have helped increase the participation levels of Australians

playing soccer.

ACTIVITIES

1 Gr1 Group proup presentationesentation

In groups of three research and play a culturally significant sport from the list below. Select a

presentation tool that you are unfamiliar with such as Prezi to build your ICT skills.

• Seprak takraw from South‑East Asia

• Lacrosse from North America

• Gaelic Football from Ireland.
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WWeblinkeblink

Indigenous games and

activities

Seprak takraw participants going head to head

Your report should contain the following:

1. Name of the sport or activity

2. Country or culture of origin

3. How the game has evolved over the years

4. The basic rules and regulations of the activity

5. Why do you think this activity is popular in this culture?

6. How has culture shaped the importance of this game or activity? This may include the

religion of the people, the environment, historical events etc.

7. Explain how the game can be modified to enable the class to play safely.

Now you are ready to play!

2 Resear2 Research and play!ch and play!

Considerable research has been done on traditional

Indigenous games and activities played in Aboriginal

and Torres Strait Islander communities. Your task is to

present to the class an activity that is unique to these

Indigenous populations and able to be played by your

class. Once the rules are explained the class will

participate in this culturally significant activity. Note:

you may ‘modify’ the activity so it can be safely
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played in your school. Use the Indigenous games and activities weblink in your Resources

section to research and choose your game.

3 Impr3 Improvised gameovised game

Your task is to create your own game! In groups of four or five, design a game that can be

played by your class at school.

1. Decide on the playing venue.

2. Based on the playing venue select the appropriate number of players per team.

3. What is the aim of the game? How do teams score?

4. In your group decide on the rules of the game. Consider ways to make the game fast,

safe and fun.

5. Does the game enable maximum participation with the players?

After the game has been designed it is time for the game to be tried by the class. After

setting up the playing area, explain the rules and scoring to the class. Start playing the

game or activity. You need to stop the game at any stage if it appears that the rules you

created are inappropriate for ensuring the safety of the class. After a certain time period

(determined by the teacher) call the teams in and get some feedback. This could include

suggestions about improving the enjoyment levels, safety, pace and rules of the game.

After the suggestions are discussed and where possible implemented, try the game

again.

6. Reflection.

After class write down your reflections on the game. What were the strengths and

weaknesses of the game? How could it be improved further? Did the class enjoy the

game? Were there participants that were not engaged? Finally, was your game

influenced by cultural factors such as modifications of current games that you play and

enjoy? Was the game limited by the environment, such as the weather (forcing an inside

game) or lack of facilities?

CHECK & CHALLENGE

ExplainExplain

1. Why are water sports such as swimming and surfing popular in Australia?

2. What does the term ‘barrier’ mean in relation to physical activity?

EvaluateEvaluate
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3. Indoor activities (such as snooker and darts) are played significantly more in England

compared to Australia. Why?

4. Why do more Australians engage in activities such as ten pin bowling and bocce

compared to a century ago?

ElaborateElaborate

5. Research an activity that originally came from Asia but is now common in Australia in the

last

40 years such as yoga (India) or karate (Japan). Suggest why they have appeal.

6. Describe the cultural influences that shape the activities that you enjoy.

Review

What have I learWhat have I learned?ned?

• It is possible to change technique when performing a skill depending on the needs at the time.

• Understanding biomechanical principles can help give an understanding of how to move the

human body and other sports objects in order to maximise performance.

• Internal forces are generated by the muscles and apply varying degrees of effort when

performing movements.

• External forces include gravity, air resistance and friction that act on moving objects.

• An object is most stable when the centre of gravity is low, there is a wide base of support and

the line of gravity is over the base of support.

• Balance can relate to both stationary objects and moving objects.

• Adjusting the angle of release, height of release and effort applied can alter the flight path of a

projectile.

• Movement sequences combine a series of skill‑based movements linked together.

• Movement sequences can include a planned routine such as a floor routine in gymnastics, or be

flexible such as a player navigating around opponents in a team sport.

• The direction of a team’s movement sequence can influence the success of a performance.

• The element of space can be used for defensive and attacking purposes in sport and plays an

integral role in set routines.

• Time is required for skills to be executed in team games with fluency and accuracy.

• Many cultural influences impact on a person’s time and type of physical activity undertaken.
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InteractivityInteractivity

Multiple choice quiz

Searchlight ID: int-5371

InteractivityInteractivity

True/false quiz

Searchlight ID: int-5372

InteractivityInteractivity

Crossword

Searchlight ID: int-5373

• The types of activities Australians are engaged in has changed considerably over the last century

as immigrants have shaped a different cultural landscape, bringing new games and activities to

the Australian people.

CHECK

1. Why would an understanding of biomechanics help a coach or athlete?

2. Explain the difference between internal and external forces in relation to movement.

3. How would a cyclist reduce the air resistance during an event?

4. Describe the relationship between stability and agility.

5. Describe how a golf player can change the angle of release when hitting the ball. Explain

why they would do this.

6. Give an example of a gymnast performing a movement sequence.

7. If you were a coach and a player asked you what ‘run to space’ meant, what would you

say? Explain why you would often want a player to ‘run to space’.

8. Provide an example in team sport where it would be necessary to change the direction of

the ball. Use the terms space and time in your response.

9. Describe the cultural influences that have helped shaped the activities that you are

interested in.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION REVIEWED

How can the elements of effort, space, time, objects and people enhance performance?

Evaluate your initial response to the essential question now that you have studied the topic.
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